
Culture Work Studios weaves together artistic worlds and activist training to create            
transformative experiences where people envision and prepare for our changing future. Created            
by Matthew Armstead, a community organizer, artist, and activist trainer -- Culture Work Studios              
is a launchpad for new ideas. With each initiative, participants are encouraged to experiment              
with new possibilities in everyday life. Here are three studio projects that we plan to launch in                 
2019-2020. 
 
Artist-Activist Exchange (beginning April 2019) 
This project brings together activists and artists through an organizing exchange and quarterly             
cabaret. The organizing exchange brings artists into a community organizing group for 6 months              
with coaching on how to leverage their skills to support activist organizing in Philadelphia. The               
cabaret serves as a launchpad for each organizing exchange, bringing together the organizing             
group, the artists’ community, and others in Philadelphia over a meal and music.  
 
Futures Project (beginning September 2019) 
We have a choice: to continue down our current path or shift our behavior in ways that                 
recognize the importance of our planet and each other. The Futures Project brings together a               
group of Philadelphia artists, organizers, educators, and residents to envision life in this city in               
50 years if we made life-sustaining choices. This immersive experience is part theatrical             
exploration and part activist training. A practice in being together, across our differences, as the               
earth changes beneath our feet. After a successful pilot in 2017, we’re excited for this project to                 
grow. 
 
Cultural Organizers Collective (beginning early 2020) 
Cultural Organizers bring their skills of vision, creativity, and resilience to political campaigns.             
Through monthly gatherings, annual retreats, and informal networking opportunities, the          
collective provides space for creative minds from different campaigns to share inspiration and             
wisdom, and cross-pollinate. 
 
In addition to these projects, Culture Work Studios will pursue the following ongoing efforts. 
 
Training  
Matthew Armstead and collaborators provide training and facilitation grounded in Training for            
Change’s experiential methodology. Retreats, workshops, and longer-term consulting        
incorporate arts, spirituality, and a commitment to liberation for groups pursuing social change.             
Participating change groups build skills, develop strategy, and ask how we may be together              
across our differences.  
 
Performances 
We will collaborate with artists and activists to create original performances that engage             
audiences as active participants. In 2019, this includes a tour of An Evening with the Obamas, a                 
comedic performance that examines the many projections Americans throw on Black leaders.  

http://www.mlaformats.org/

